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From entrance laces, lanyards and earplugs to rainponchos and 
badge holder supplies

Our accessories will help your event to stand out from the crowd. 
No matter which target group you try to reach - products which make 
sense and fulfill a function are always accepted positively  
and will benefit the image of your event. Ideally our products will have 
a positive impact on your event.

Therefore many well-known german and european events are our 
customers for years. From movie awards to huge music events  
but also small local events or company parties. Thanks to our own  
production and high stock availability, we have very short delivery times.

Every event‘s objective is to stand out from other events and to offer 
every single guest something special - consistently from the  
admission to the encore. Doing this we are a reliable partner and 
supporter at your side.

Unlike impersonal mass productions our articles are specifically 
tailored to your individual requirements. By designing our products 
not for but together with you we attempt to meet your expectations. 
We guarantee a full service around the product - from the graphical 
service in advance to the finished product and its delivery.

Whether you have already found the right product or if you have a 
whole new challenge for us, we would like to assist you  
at your next event.

We are looking forward to your inquiry!
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tested and certified to EN 352-2 : 2002

anatomically shaped

soft, comfortable

available in marbled colours
(no colour assortment possible!)

PU-foam

noise reduction: 35 dB

SPARK PLUGS

tested and certified to EN 14362

conical shaped

reusable

available in orange, black, red, green and blue

a range of Pantone colours available from 2,000 pcs on

food-grade plastic 

noise reduction: 25 dB

available with cord in XL box

In case of high volume

Hearing damage by noise is tricky, because hearing loss 
influenced by noise usually won‘t be recognized  
immediately.

Earplugs are an indispensable part of the marketing  
portfolio. Specific, enduring advertising that your  
customers will keep in mind becomes more and more 
important. There is an increasing trend away from  
giveaways to useful articles that can be used and  
eventually be appreciated.

Our earplugs fulfill this purpose in several ways. They can 
be used purposefully by our numerous types of packaging 
and provide protection.

And when it comes to protecting your hearing, we make 
no compromises. We only use high-quality earplugs of the 
brands Moldex and SaveRave.
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PAPERBOX

1 pair of Moldex Spark Plugs or SAVE RAVE earplugs in pillow 
shaped plasticbox

Minimum quantity  500 pieces
Delivery time 3 weeks from printing approval
Material  PVC
Packaging  1,700 Pieces per box
Size folded  40 x 50 mm
Print  4c digital on cardboard
printable area 80 x 55 mm

1 pair of Moldex Spark Plugs or SAVE RAVE earplugs in pillow 
shaped paperbox

Minimum quantity  1,000 pieces
Delivery time  4 - 5 weeks from printing approval
Material  carton
Packaging  1,700 Pieces per box
Size folded  40 x 50 mm

Print  4c offset on paperbox
printable area  79 x 79 mm

NEW: Now even faster using digital printing
Minimum Quantity  300 pieces
Delivery time  2 weeks from printing approval
Print  4c digital print 

PVC BOX
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1 pair of Moldex Spark Plugs or SAVE RAVE earplugs in 
transparent plastic container with coloured screw cap and 
paper inlay

Minimum quantity  300 pieces
Delivery time  3 - 5 weeks from printing approval
 (depending on the quantity ordered 
 express possible: 5 working days)
Material Cap:  PP, Container: PP
Packaging  100 pieces per sales display, 1,000 pieces per box
Cap colours  black, red, blue, transparent, 
 custom cap colour possible from 10,000 pcs. on
Size  ø 22 mm, height 70 mm
Print  4c digital print on 
paper inlay  53,5 x 49,5 mm
options  ball chain 
 fixation of the inlay 

PLASTIC CONTAINER

1 pair of Moldex Spark Plugs or SAVE RAVE earplugs in  
aluminium container with ball chain

Minimum quantity  300 pieces
Delivery time  4 - 5 weeks from printing approval
Material  aluminium
Packaging  1,000 pieces per box
Colours  black, matte-silver, red, blue,
 other colours on request
Size  ø 22 mm, height 70 mm
Print  engraving / 1c print or Laserengraving 
 on the container: 10 x 38 mm
 included ball chain 

ALUMINIUM CONTAINER
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CARDBOARD

1 pair of SAVE RAVE earplugs in plastic box with flap cover

Minimum quantity  250 pieces
Delivery time  4 - 5 weeks from printing approval
Material  Food-grade plastic (washable)
Packaging  single packed in transparent polybag, 
 1,000 pieces per carton
Colours  white / transparent, black, blue, orange, red, green,
 custom cap colour in accordance with Pantone possible  
 from 2,000 pieces on
Size  35 x 28 x 14 mm
Print  Pad printing, 3c screen printing, 4c foil transfer
 on the flap cover: 22 x 27 mm

SAVE RAVE

1 pair of Moldex Spark Plugs in neutral Polybag with cardboard

Minimum quantity  500 pieces
Delivery time  3 - 4 weeks from printing approval
Material  Polybag / Cardboard
Packaging  1,000 pieces per box
Print  4c digital print on
 cardboard: 85 x 52 mm (open format)
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1 pair of Moldex Spark Plugs Soft in Moldex Polybag in 
dispenser

Minimum quantity  200 pieces
Delivery time  2 - 3 working days ex stock
Material  plastic polybag
Packaging  200 pieces per dispenser, 2,000 pieces per box

MOLDEX BAg



Efficient, practical and convenient
Umbrellas block one‘s view of the stage. And especially for larger events 
they involve a risk of accident. With our rain ponchos we offer a simple, yet 
effective solution.
We offer emergency rain ponchos made of polyethylene (PE) for single use as 
well as a premium version made of PVC that allows multiple wearing.
We produce one size fits all ponchos allowing a comfortable wearing over the 
regular clothes.
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Emergency rain ponchos
made of polyethylene (PE) for one time use without printing

Minimum quantity  50 pieces
Delivery time  2 - 3 working days ex stock
Material  PE, transparent, 0.025 mm material thickness
Packaging  single packed in polybag, 200 pieces per box
Colours  transparent, yellow, blue, green, red, pink, orange 
 (other colours, also Pantone colours on request)
Size  one size fits all approx. 133 x 107 cm,
 children‘s size available in transparent on request

EX STOCK WITHOUT PRINTINg

Premium-PVC ponchos
for multiple wearing, hooded with snap buttons on the side

Minimum quantity  50 pieces
Delivery time  2 - 3 working days ex stock
Material  PVC, transparent, 0.13 mm material thickness
Packaging single packed in polybag, 50 pieces per box
Colours  transparent 
 (other colours, also Pantone colours on request)
Size  one size fits all approx. 133 x 107 cm

PREMIUM - PVC

COLOUR SELECTION
  transparent  yellow  orange
  red  pink  blue
  green

presentations are not colour binding
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Emergency rain ponchos 
with print made of polyethylene (PE) for one time use.

Minimum quantity  1,000 pieces
Delivery time  13 - 14 weeks from printing approval by seafreight or 
 6 - 8 weeks from printing approval by air freight, 
 extra charge
Material  PE, transparent, 0.025 mm material thickness
Packaging  single packed in polybag, 50 pieces per box
Colours  basic colours transparent 
 Pantone colours available from 5,000 pieces
Size  one size fits all approx. 133 x 107 cm, children‘s sizes  
 are available in transparent on request
Print  1c screen print on chest and / or back 300 x 300 mm

EMERgENCY PONCHO WITH PRINT

Sticker on Polybag with emergency rain poncho

Minimum quantity  200 pieces
Delivery time  3 weeks from printing approval
Material  PE, transparent, 0.025 mm material thickness
Packaging  single packed in polybag, 200 pieces per box
Colours  transparent, yellow, blue, green, red, pink, orange 
 (other colours, also Pantone colours on request)
Size  one size fits all approx. 133 x 107 cm,
 children‘s size available in transparent on request
Print 4c digital print on sticker,
 max. print size 90 x 130 mm

STICKER
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PREMIUM - PVC - WITH PRINT

Biodegradable rain poncho made of 58 % plant starch

Minimum quantity  50 pieces
Delivery time  2 - 3 working days ex stock
Material  Organic-PE plastic, 0.025 mm material thickness
Packaging  single packed in polybag, 200 pieces per box
Colours  transparent
Size  one size fits all approx. 133 x 107 cm
Print  1c screen print from 10,000 pieces possible 
 (prices on request)

BIODEgREDABLE RAIN PONCHO

Premium PVC ponchos
for multiple wearing, hooded with snap buttons on the side and 
printed artwork

Minimum quantity  2,500 pieces
Delivery time  13 - 14 weeks by sea freight
Material PVC, transparent, 0.13 mm material thickness
Packaging  Single packed in polybag, 50 pieces per box
Colours  transparent or Pantone free of choice
Size one size fits all approx. 133 x 107 cm,  
 children‘s size available in transparent on request
Print  2c screen print on chest and / or back 300 x 300 mm
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Gripper closure NoTool closure
The aluminium seal is closed by using a special gripper. For this purpose we 
offer table and unmounted gripper tools for rent or for sale. Order more than 
5,000 entrance laces for your event and you‘ll be able to rent our grippers for 
free (only the shipping costs will be charged).

With the NoTool closure developed by us the lace is simply secured by pulling 
the yet threaded plastic seal towards the wrist. The barbs on the inside 
prevent from reopening the lace and a transfer to third parties is virtually 
impossible.

Efficient admission controll

Our entrance laces are used wherever people need to be 
identified quickly and where various access areas must be 
checked. These laces are optionally made of woven fabric, 
plastic, silicone or Tyvek paper.

With your artwork or your sponsor‘s logo these wristbands 
are a special advertising medium being designed  
according to your creative ideas.

While the plastic and Tyvek laces are closed in themselves, 
you‘re able to choose the closure system of the woven 
fabric entrance laces. We offer both a gripper system as 
well as a NoTool system developed by us.
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WOVEN ENTRANCE LACE

Entrance lace with your artwork woven, deliverable with  
different closure versions

Minimum quantity  500 pieces
Delivery time  3 - 4 weeks from printing approval (standard woven)
 4 weeks from printing approval (high quality woven)
 express delivery on request
Material  polyester
Packaging  25 pieces in polybag,  
 4 polybags in secundary bag (= 100 pieces)
Size  340 x 15 mm
 Possible special sizes: 380 x 15 mm / 340 x 19 mm
Closures  Aluminium seal (with tool)
 NoTool plastic closure standard and oval
 NoTool metal closure
Processing Standard woven up to 6 colours
 High quality woven up to 9 colours 
 (for detailed artworks)

ENTRANCE LACE WITH PRINTINg

Entrance lace with your artwork printed, deliverable with  
different closure versions

Minimum quantity  100 pieces
Delivery time  4 weeks from printing approval 
 express delivery on request
Material  polyester
Packaging  25 pieces in polybag, 
 4 polybags in secundary bag (= 100 pieces)
Size  340 x 15 mm
 Possible special sizes: 380 x 15 mm / 340 x 19 mm
Closures  Aluminium seal (with tool)
 NoTool plastic closure standard and oval
 NoTool metal closure
Print  4c dye-sublimation printing
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STANDARD CLOSURES FREE OF CHARgE

SPECIAL CLOSURES AT EXTRA CHARgE

EXTRAS

Aluminium closure
tool (gripper) necessary

NoTool 8.0 plastic closure
closure without tool

NoTool plastic closure - oval

NoTool 8.0 plastic closure - metalic optic 

NoTool 8.0 plastic closure - glow in the dark

NoTool metal closure 

Re-Open closure 

TagOn
from 1,000 pieces printable with QR-Code, Logo, etc.

printed with numeration, bar code on request

Bothside woven (only high quality woven)
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ON STOCK

Fast deliverable entrance laces without individual artwork

Do you need your wristbands as fast as possible? We have a wide selection of 
various woven fabric, plastic and Tyvek laces on stock. Which can be shipped 
to you within the shortest possible time.

Minimum Quantity  100 pieces
smaller quantities  on request
Delivery time  Aluminium closure:  1 working day possible
 NoTool closure:  2 working days

Packaging:  25 pieces per polybag
Size  340 / 380 mm x 15 mm

NEUTRAL - WITHOUT ARTWORK

COLOUR SELECTION
  white  green  neon-yellow
  yellow  blue  neon-green
  orange  black  neon-orange
  red  dark grey  metallic-gold*
  magenta  light grey  metallic-silver*

presentations are not colour binding
*Attention: metallic yarn can cause allergic skin reactions
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WITH STANDARD ARTWORK

M25 Crew blue

M35 Partytime

M26 Crew yellow

M36 Party

M20 Presse orange

M19 Presse red

M18 Händler blue

M17 Händler yellow

M22 Artist blue/yellow

M21 Artist black/red

M32 Band

M33 Bewirtung

M34 Gast

M30 Team red

M31 Team blue/red

M23 Catering green

M24 Catering red

M27 AAA grey/black

M28 AAA green/black

M5 VIP blue/gold

M8 Stars orange

M7 Stars green

M6 VIP red/gold

M29 VIP yellow/silver-grey

M16 U 18 pink

M15 U 18 gold

M11 Racing black/yellow

M12 Racing red/yellow

M9 Cross striped blue/yellow

M10 Cross striped red/green

M14 White stripes

M13 Red stripes

M3 Reggae

M1 Germany

M2 red/white/red

M37 U 16 blue

M38 U 16 purple

M39 Zebra black/white

M40 Camouflage
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  aqua  red*  neon-pink*
  light-blue  wine  neon-yellow*
  blue*  berry  neon-green*
  dark blue*  purple*  neon-orange*
  yellow*  rusty  gold*
  green*  lavendel  silver*
  white*  black*   
  

TYVEK

presentations are not colour binding, black only available unprinted 
S180 are usually only available in limited colour selection - marked with *

COLOUR SELECTION

4C WRISTBAND

On this waterproof paper-like composite material it is possible 
to print the entire surface 4c.

Minimum quantity  100 pieces
Delivery time  1 week from printing approval
 Express delivery on request
Material  paper-like composite material

Packaging  1,000 pieces with consecutive numbering

Size  250 mm x 20 mm
Print  4c digital priniting 228 x 20 mm

Laces made of Tyvek - a safe and inexpensive way of admission 
control. The perforated adhesive closure can not be opened 
undamaged. Thus, the disclosure of the lace to unauthorized 
persons, is excluded.

Minimum quantity  100 pieces
Delivery time  1 - 2 weeks from printing approval
Material  Tyvek® non woven paper like polyethylen fibre textile  
 made of thermally bonded fibers

Packaging  1,000 pieces with consecutive numbering
Size  250 mm x 20 mm (S90) / 250 mm x 25 mm (S180)
Print  1c dye-sublimation printing - black
 120 mm x 15 mm (S90) / 120 mm x 20 mm(S180)
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  white  cream 112  neon-blue 124
  yellow 102  light blue 113  applegreen 126
  green 103  brown 114  neonviolett 127
  blue 104  bordeaux 115  metallic-blue 129
  red 105  cranberry 117  metallic green 131
  lavendel 106  neon-orange 118  aqua 133
  black 107  transparent milky 119  silver 130
  glitter-black G-107  neon-pink 120  gold 134
  light pink 108  neon-green 121  neon-red 135
  orange 111  neon-yellow 123  space-pink 137

COLOUR SELECTIONThe premium PVC lace is made of a three-layer plastic and 
equiped with a non-openable safety lock. It therefore replaces 
badges, stamps and tickets and thus reduces the risk of  
unauthorized transferability.

Minimum quantity  100 pieces
Delivery time  1 - 2 weeks from printing approval
Material  PVC
Packaging  500 pieces per box
Size  250 x 25 mm or 13 mm
Print  1c screen printing (multicolour printable without 
 register accuracy) 60 mm x 20 mm

PREMIUM PVC LACES

presentations are not colour binding

SILICONE WRISTBANDS

The colourful wristbands made of silicone adorns the wrists of 
athletes and celebrities. They quickly developed into a trend 
object of advertising. As a wristband, membership card for clubs 
or as a stylish giveaway. Not usable for admission control.

Minimum quantity  50 pieces
Delivery time  3 - 4 weeks from printing approval
Material  Silicone
Packaging  10 pieces in polybag or single packed
Size  202 mm x 12 mm or 202 x 20 mm
Lace colour  every Pantone colour possible
Print  1c pad printing alike Pantone (multicoloured on request)
 or embossed with or without colour filling
 maximum print size: approx. 200 x 10 mm or 200 x 18 mm
Variations  multicoloured marbled, twisted,
 perfumed, glow in the dark, etc.
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Hang Loose

Thanks to its versatility the lanyard enjoys great popularity 
for some time. Your target group is not only going to use 
this product during an event but also afterwards. This way 
your message will be spread long-lasting and visible for 
everybody.

When it comes to the product‘s set up, there are no 
boundaries to your creativity. Whether you want the lace 
to be wide or narrow, with an buckle attached or not - we 
realise your lace according to your individual wishes.

On the following pages you will get an overview of the 
most common models. 

The lanyard‘s main purpose is the attachment of  
identification cards, access permissions, VIP or backstage 
passes. As a logical supplement, we offer you suitable 
badge holder supplies.
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SCREEN PRINTINg

Dye sublimation printing on lanyards with or without buckle  
displays the complexity of detailed photo artworks, colour  
gradients and convinces through its high colour brilliance.

Minimum quantity  300 pieces
Delivery time  3 - 4 weeks from printing approval
Lace material  fine premium polyester lace
 optional : thicker material structure lace or recycled plastic
Lace widths   10mm / 15mm / 20mm / 25mm
Print  4c dye sublimation printing (one or both sides)
 colour gradients and all over print possible

DYE SUBLIMATION PRINTINg

Screen printed lanyards with or without buckle are suitable for 
simple and concise designs with high edge definition such as 
plain text or logo representation.

Minimum quantity  100 pieces
Delivery time  3 - 4 weeks from printing approval
Lace material  polyester - structure lace
Lace widths 10mm / 15mm / 20mm / 25mm
Print  1 to 6c screen printing (one or both sides)

 optional : from 500 pieces on, 4c offset printing on film
 colour gradients possible
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WOVEN

For the deluxe version of lanyards with or without buckle a very fine 
woven polyester strap with your artwork is finished and then 
appliqued onto a bottom lace.

Lace widths  bottom lace  | appliqued lace
  20 mm  |  15 mm
  20 mm  | 20 mm
  25 mm | 20 mm
  25 mm | 25 mm
Delivery time  4 weeks from printing approval

screen printing   1 to 5c screen printing on appliqued lace
Minimum quantity  300 pieces
lace materials   bottom lace: thicker structure lace
 appliqued lace: fine premium polyester lace (satin-like finish)

Thermal printing   4c dye sublimation printing on appliqued lace
Minimum quantity  300 pieces
lace materials   bottom lace: thicker structure lace
 appliqued lace: fine premium polyester lace (satin-like finish)

Woven   appliqued lace with woven artwork 1 to 6c
Minimum quantity  500 pieces
lace materials  bottom lace : thicker structure lace
 appliqued lace: fine polyester lace matte weave

DELUXE VERSIONS

For woven lanyards with or without buckle the artwork is woven 
directly into the lace. This durable finishing is perfect for 
indefinite artworks with a low level of detail.

Minimum quantity  500 pieces
Delivery time  4 weeks from printing approval
Lace material  polyester
Lace widths  15 mm / 20 mm / 25 mm
Processing  1c woven only simple artworks possible,
 negative illustration on the back
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Easy-Going Crocodile Hook

Lock Hook Clip Hook Short Clip Hook Long Travel Hook Travel Hook GreyCaptain Hook

Badge Hook Simplex Hook Simplex NT HookZero Hook

Crab Hook Black Clutch Hook BlackClutch Hook MattClutch Hook

German Hook

Crab Hook Crab Hook Matt Big German Hook with Keyring

LANYARD ACCESSORIES

HOOKS

BUCKLES

OTHER ACCESSORIES

plastic buckle
standard

full metal buckle
long 

deluxe buckle
8006 | only 20 mm

full metal buckle
flat | only 25 mm

plastic buckle
coloured

plastic buckle
transparent

plastic buckle
1050

half metal buckle viking half metal buckleplastic buckle
1069

mobile cordbottle opener climbing hook
various versions

adjusting ball
10 mm

keyring
various versions

security lock
10 - 25 mm

roller clipmetal clip
10/20 mm

full metal buckle
standard 
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SHORT LANYS

The short lanyard version is equipped with snap hook and key 
ring. The processing is done according to your individual ideas.

Screen printing  directly on the lace
Minimum quantity  100 pieces
Delivery time  3 - 4 weeks from printing approval
Lace material  polyester structure lace / thicker structure lace
Lace widths  20 mm with 6 cm snap hook
 25 mm with 8 cm snap hook
Print  1 to 5c screen printing (one or both sides)
 optional: from 500 pieces on, 4c offset printing on film
 colour gradients possible

Thermal printing fine premium polyester lace with dye sublimation printing
Minimum quantity 300 pieces 
Delivery time  4 weeks from printing approval
Lace material  bottom lace: thicker structure lace
 appliqued lace: fine premium polyester lace 
Lace widths  bottom lace  |  appliqued lace
  20 mm  |  15 mm with 6 cm snap hook
    20 mm  |  20 mm with 6 cm snap hook
    25 mm  |  20 mm with 8 cm snap hook
    25 mm  |  25 mm with 8 cm snap hook
Print 4c thermal printing on appliqued lace

PVC Label appliqued on bottom lace
Minimum quantity  500 pieces
Delivery time  4 weeks from printing approval
Lace material  polyester structure lace / thicker structure lace
 or rough lace
Lace widths  20mm with 6 cm snap hook
 25 mm with 8 cm snap hook
Artwork  shaped PVC label with glued on coloured areas, up to 5c,  
 sewed on bottom lace

Woven  fine polyester lace with woven artwork,  
 appliqued on bottom lace
Minimum quantity  500 pieces
Delivery time  4 weeks from printing approval
Lace materials  bottom lace: thicker structure lace
 appliqued lace: fine polyester lace matte weave
Lace widths  bottom lace  |  appliqued lace
  20 mm  |  15 mm with 6 cm snap hook
    20 mm  |  20 mm with 6 cm snap hook
    25 mm  |  20 mm with 8 cm snap hook
    25 mm  |  25 mm with 8 cm snap hook
Processing  Woven appliqued lace with woven artwork 1 to 6c
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PLASTIC CARDS

Whether as a VIP card for an event, as a bonus card system or as 
membership cards for customer loyalty. The individually designed 
plastic cards are versatile and available in a variety of formats.

Minimum quantity  100 pieces
Delivery time  3 - 5 weeks from printing approval
Material  plastic, 0.76 mm material thickness
Packaging  50 pcs per bundle or sorted by artwork
Size  85 x 54 mm (credit card format) or DIN A7
 Special sizes on request
Print  4/4c heat transfer or digital printing 
 (Pantone colours possible)
possible options  single packaging, barcode, QR code, personalization, 
 numbering, punch hole, gold / silver print, magnetic stripe,  
 signature field

LAMINATED

You need ready made and fully finished badge holders, for 
example to use them as backstage or VIP passes? We take care 
of the paper inlay‘s design, prepare everything for the print and 
finalize the lamination as well as we punch the hole in order to 
deliver a ready made product.

Minimum quantity  100 pieces
Delivery time  5 - 14 working days (depending on quantity)
 express delivery on request
Material  laminate plastic film  (2 x 175 μm)
Packaging  50 pcs per bundle or sorted by artwork
Size  laminate: 84 x 122 mm 
 paper inlay: 74 x 105 mm (DIN A7)
 special sizes on request
Print  4/4c digital printing on paper inlay
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TEXTILE STICKERS

Textile stickers are ideal as temporary passes. They adhere very 
well on rough and textured surfaces such as textiles and can be 
removed without residue after use.

Minimum quantity 250 pieces
Lieferzeit 2 - 3 weeks from printing approval
Material white acetate silk, self-adhesive permanent,  
 without backprint
Packaging 50 pcs per bundle or sorted by artwork
Size 74 x 105 mm DIN A7
 Special sizes on request
Print  4c digital printing
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BADgE HOLDER

2.) AH-A7-Q A7 format, landscape
inside dimension 105 x 83 mm
outside dimension 110 x 100 mm
punch hole euro punching
weight ca. 5,5 g

1.) AH-CC-Q credit card format, landscape
inside dimension 88 x 54 mm
outside dimension 93 x 74 mm
punch hole euro punching
weight ca. 4 g

1.)

2.)

We offer badge holders for any purpose. The covers are made 
of transparent soft plastic and available in various formats. We 
offer both, badge holders „Made in Germany“ or an inexpensive 
import version. Punched in the most common formats.
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6.) AH-A6-H A6 format, portrait
inside dimension 105 x 155 mm
outside dimension 115 x 175 mm
punch hole euro punching
weight ca. 10 g

3.) AH-CC-H credit card format, portrait
inside dimension 56 x 84 mm
outside dimension 63 x 97 mm
punch hole euro punching
weight ca. 3,5 g

5.) AH-95-125 large format, portrait
inside dimension 95 x 125 mm
outside dimension 100 x 150 mm
punch hole round / slot punch hole
weight ca. 6 g

4.) AH-A7-H A7 format, portrait
inside dimension 88 x 105 mm
outside dimension 93 x 130 mm
punch hole euro punching
weight ca. 10 g

7.) AH-Ticket ticket holder format, portrait
inside dimension 114 x 225 mm
outside dimension 120 x 250 mm
punch hole round hole
weight ca. 19,5 g

3.)

4.)

5.)

6.)

7.)




